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1. THE FIRST LECTURE- BINARY OPERATIONS AND GROUPS

The first lecture in the course presents some basic ideas of algebra and introduces the notions
of binary operations and groups.1

One of the main goals of the course is to be able to handle various algebraic structuresin
an abstract way. There are many kinds of algebraic structures and in this course we will meet
groups, rings, fieldsandvector spaces. In all cases, we studysetswith someoperationssatisfying
certain properties.

As in linear algebra, it is not only important to study the structures themselves, but alsomaps
between then thatpreservethe structure. In linear algebra we study vector spaces andlinear
maps between vector spaces.

Definition 1.1 (Binary operation). A binary operationon a set,S, is a rule which to every pair
of elements inS assigns an elementS. We can view this as a function

S × S −→ S

and we usually write this asa ∗ b = c if the pair(a, b) is sent toc. However, the symbol∗ may
vary.

Example 1.1.Here are some well-known examples of binary operations:

(1) The integersZ has three natural binary operations,+ (addition), − (subtraction) and ·
(multiplication).

(2) OnR3, thevector product× defines a binary operator.
(3) On the set ofn × n-matrices,matrix multiplicationdefines a binary operation.
(4) On the set of functionsf : X −→ X on any setX, composition◦ defines a binary

operation.

1The first lecture is based on the sections1-4 of Chapter I in A First Course in Abstract Algebra [1].
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In many such instances, but not all, we will be able to use the operation on several elements in
a row to geta ∗ b ∗ c. In order for this to work, we need that

(a ∗ b) ∗ c = a ∗ (b ∗ c),

for all a, b ochc i S. In this case, we say that the operation isassociative. Our usual addition and
multiplication are examples of such operations as well as compositions of functions.

An elemente satisfyinga∗e = a∗e = a for all elements inS is calledneutral, unit or identity
element.

If there is a unit we may say that a certain elementa is invertible if there is an elementb such
that

a ∗ b = b ∗ a = e.

If we have thata ∗ b = b ∗ a for all elementsa andb, we say that the operation iscommutative.

Definition 1.2. Two binary structures on two setsS andT are said to beisomorphicif there is a
bijective functionf : S −→ T such that

S(a ∗ b) = S(a) ∗′ S(b)

for all a, b ∈ S, where∗ is the binary operation onS and∗′ is the binary operation onT .

If the binary structures are isomorphic we cannot distinguish them after changing the names
of the elements according to the bijection preserving the binary operation.

Example 1.2. The binary structures given by+ on the real numbersR by · on the positive real
numbers are isomorphic since

exp : R −→ R+

is a bijection satisfying
exp(a + b) = exp(a) · exp(b)

for all a, b ∈ R. (Observe that the same is not true forexp : C −→ C∗. )

Definition 1.3 (Group). A group is a setG with a binary operation∗ satisfying
(1) ∗ is associative, i.e.,a ∗ (b ∗ c) = (a ∗ b) ∗ c, for all a, b, c ∈ G.
(2) G has a unit, i.e., an elemente such thata ∗ e = e ∗ a = a for all a ∈ G.
(3) Every element inG is invertible, i.e., for alla ∈ G we can findb ∈ G such thata ∗ b =

b ∗ a = e.

Definition 1.4 (Abelian group). If the group operation iscommutative, i.e., if

a ∗ b = b ∗ a

for all a andb, we say that the group isabelian. In this case, the group operation is often written
as+ and the unit as0.

Example 1.3.All the kinds of numbers that we have seen so far form abelian groups with respect
to addition, e.g., integersZ, rational numbersQ, real numbersR and complex numbersC.

Example 1.4.On any setX, the setSX of bijective functionsσ : X −→ X forms a group under
composition,◦. WhenX = {1, 2, . . . , n} we usually denote this group bySn - the symmetric
grouponn elements. In generalSX is thesymmetric group onX.
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Example 1.5.The set of invertible realn×n-matrices forms a group under matrix multiplication,
thegeneral linear group, Gln(R).

Example 1.6.The set of symmetries of a given geoemtric object forms a group under composi-
tion. A symmetryof an object is a solid body motion that makes the object look the same before
and after.

Example 1.7(The dihedral group,D2n, the symmetries of ann-gon). If we look at the symmetris
of a regularn-gon in the plane, we get a groupD2n with 2n different elements, of whichn are
rotations andn are reflections.

Using the standard basis for the planeR2, we can write down the matrices for these symmetries
as

rj =

(
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n

)
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(
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n

)

sin
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n

)
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)

och sj =
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(
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(
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We may now use the addition laws for sine and cosine to verify that the products of these matrices
are given by

rjrk = rj+k, rjsk = sk−j, sjrk = sj+k, sjsk = rk−j,

We may also pass to the complex numbers and change bases inC2. We get

rj =

(

ξj 0
0 ξ−j

)

och sj =

(

0 ξ−j

ξj 0

)

whereξ = cos
(

2π
n

)

+ i sin
(

2π
n

)

. is a primitive root of unity.
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